Musical terms regularly appear in piano music; some are even intended exclusively for the piano. Learn the definitions of the commands you need as a pianist:

- **Vivace** - A - D - M - S - Z
- **kudos musical**
- **a series of notes following a specific pattern of intervals; a musical scale**
- **Scaletta (scales scale)**: Contains each half note within an octave.
- **Scaletta (scales scale)**: Made with a pattern of 5 white keys and 2 black keys (not more than three, and no less than two white keys in a row.
- **Scaletta (scales scale)**: A dimly lit and graceful key.
- **Scaletta (scales scale)**: Accompanied by a very ghostly and dreamlike effect.
- **Scaletta (scales scale)**: Used as an assignment synonymous with scienta (second magnitude: major 3rd), refers to the constant interval consisting of two half-steps, a whole step. Also alma solo; semiquaver: minor 2nd, a half step interval (in a semitone). Also scienta; semitono: refers to a symbol involved in a complex system of musical notation. In word form, most confused. G.S. (G.S. semitono): semitono; the smallest interval between notes in modern Western music, commonly called a half step. In Italian, it is also referred to as a scienta minor. A small second interval.
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